1...WEAPONS  PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE  072708
Officers conducted a vehicle stop at 1:14 AM and one of the passengers ran
towards McDonald’s on Pacific and a witness reported the subject threw
something in the trash. Officers located a gun. Follow up to be done by SPD.

2...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MC CAFFREY CENTER  072708
 Officers conducted a checkout on a female subject. Subject was interviewed,
warned for going through the dumpster and revoked from campus.

3...VANDALISM  SIGMA CHI  072708
Officer responded to a report of a broken window. Officer initiated a report.

4...ACCIDENT  LOT 27  072808
Staff reported a utility cart that rolled into a parked vehicle. Officer initiated a
report.

5...CASUALTY  DEPT PUBLIC SAFETY  072808
Staff reported feeling dizzy. Officers responded and requested medics for a
checkout.

6...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING & BROOKSIDE  072908
SPD aired a possible hit and run. Officer responded and advised not a hit and
run and both parties exchanging insurance information.

17...FIELD CHECKOUT  SOUTH CAMPUS GYM  072908
Officer conducted a checkout on two males on a bicycle. One subject had prior
contacts and was cited and revoked. Second subject was warned for
trespassing.

18...CHECK OUT  MANCHESTER AVE  073108
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined it may have been involved with
an auto burglary. Officer was unable to contact the owner of the 2md vehicle.
Officer left contact card to contact if vehicle burglarized.

19...AIDED STOCKTON PD  BIANCHI & PACIFIC  073108
Officer assisted SPD with an unoccupied stolen vehicle. SPD had the suspect in
custody.

20...DUI ARREST  TELEGRAPH AVE  080108
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. Officer requested CHP. CHP responded and arrested the driver for DUI at 1:59 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

21...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  RAYMOND GREAT HALL  080108
Staff reported three subjects looking at the employee’s bikes parked in the area. Officer checked the area and was unable to locate the subjects.

22...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  080108
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject lying in the grass. Subject had been drinking but was not intoxicated and agreed to walk home.

23...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  OFF CAMPUS  080108
Officer conducted a checkout on a second subject found in the area who appeared to be sleeping in a chair at an off campus residence. Officer determined the subject had been drinking but was not intoxicated subject complied to leave the area.

24...WARRANT ARREST  PERSHING & ROSEMARIE  080108
Officer conducted a checkout on a female walking in traffic. Officers learned the subject had two outstanding warrants. Subject was arrested and transported to the county jail.